The necessity for an accurate, precise, and quick positioning capability is growing in modern societies. This feature is needed on the one side by actively moving objects like people, vehicles, and robots. On the other side, passively moving objects may also need to be continuously located and tracked, such as merchandise and transported goods, kids, and people with disabilities. Some examples include (1) finding the nearest exit during emergency events by taking into consideration the obstacles on the ground, (2) continuous georeferencing both in outdoor and indoor environments to receive location-based information, (3) tracking people and goods for surveillance purposes, and (4) monitoring of people’s physical activities to encourage an active lifestyle or to facilitate medical rehabilitation.

Notwithstanding the big progresses of outdoor positioning technologies developed in the last decades, which have already influenced our lifestyle, new solutions are continuously in demand. Navigation systems should be able to operate ubiquitously in challenging conditions, including the possibility of indoor tracking. This function requires the integration of multiple positioning systems to facilitate seamless and robust navigation. In indoor environments, the support from Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSSs, see [1]) cannot be exploited and alternative solutions have to be explored. For instance, great attention is focused on low-cost technologies that may be widely used in a sustainable way. Concurrently, the exploitation of those devices that are already commonly carried by people (such as smartphones) gives the opportunity to develop solutions prone to be quickly adopted by a large number of users.

On the other side, the development of technology for indoor positioning should be complemented by the accurate knowledge of the environment’s geometry and semantics, which are both needed to make intelligent decisions and plan optimal actions. Spatial 3D information is crucial in understanding the scene and context to make technologies truly autonomous. In the case of modern newly designed buildings, the use of existing Building Information Models (BIMs) may provide extensive data sources for indoor geometry to support real-time positioning and navigation [2, 3]. Unfortunately, in most existing buildings, the planimetric information is not available in digital form. Thus, indoor maps and 3D models should be collected on purpose. Even though technologies for indoor mapping [4] have reached a high degree of maturity, due to factors such as scene obstructions, movement variations, sensor limitations, and model uncertainty, indoor mapping remains to be a highly challenging problem. Popular techniques for indoor 3D surveying based on integrated photogrammetric [5] and computer vision [6] methods, as well as static [7] and mobile [8] 3D scanning systems, may quickly provide dense and accurate point clouds. On the other hand, discrete point clouds might not be directly suitable to support indoor navigation, but they require a complex modelling stage to obtain 3D vector models, whose derivation is not yet a fully automated process [9]. While public and important buildings with high human
traffic may be worthwhile to organize specific projects for 3D indoor modeling, the large majority of indoor spaces require other solutions, such as crowdsourced mapping [10]. Last but not least, standards for sharing 3D indoor digital mapping data have to consolidate and be widely used [11]. Beyond the necessity of such information for indoor positioning and navigation, the integration of indoor 3D models georeferenced in the geodetic coordinate systems and topologically connected to the outdoor maps is one of the major challenges to be resolved in order to support the emerging technology implemented in smart cities. It is also noteworthy to mention the establishment of a benchmarking on indoor modelling by the International Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS); see more details in [12].

In this special issue, seven papers that illustrate advances in indoor tracking, mapping, and navigation are published. Three papers deal with different aspects related to the localization of nodes in wireless sensor networks (WSNs, [13]), two papers discuss the state-of-the-art methods for navigation estimation, and two papers are focused on mapping using optical instruments.

In “Sequential Monte Carlo Localization Methods in Mobile Wireless Sensor Networks: A Review,” the authors first propose a new classification of localization schemes in mobile WSNs, where the chance of changing spatial position allows to expand coverage using a smaller number of sensors while reducing power consumption. In the three suggested categories, the range-free scheme exploits network connectivity to work out the position, without the need of an external device such as an antenna. The paper specifically provides a survey of the sequential Monte Carlo method to estimate the location of nodes in range-free WSNs [14]. Three metrics are used for classifying these methods, that is, localization accuracy, computational cost, and communication cost.

In the paper “An Analysis of Multiple Criteria and Setups for Bluetooth Smartphone-Based Indoor Localization Mechanism,” the problem of fading impairments in localization of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) 4.0 beacons is addressed. BLE beacons have become a relevant alternative to Wi-Fi-based indoor localization mechanisms [15]. After reviewing the literature about this technology, the paper identifies the main system parameters to be considered during the design of this type of localization sensors: the mean localization error, local prediction accuracy, and global prediction accuracy. A series of experimental tests prove this conclusion.

The integration of strapdown inertial navigation system (SINS) and WSN is the topic of the paper “Integrated SINS/WSN Positioning System for Indoor Mobile Target Using Novel Asynchronous Data Fusion Method.” SINS sensors contained in a mobile target can continuously provide ubiquitous positioning without depending on any external interaction with other devices. On the other hand, while the positioning accuracy is very high in the short term, SINS sensors suffer from drift within time [16]. When GNSS signals are available, the integration of both technologies is used to complement the short-term stability of SINS by the long-term stability of GNSS, but this does not work in indoor environments. Some authors have already proposed the integration of SINS and WSN to compensate for the drift [17] and to obtain continuous indoor positioning. In this paper, the authors focus on this method by developing an asynchronous data-fusion technique based on an unscented Kalman filter [18]. Some simulations and experiments with real data show that this method may perform better than traditional techniques for both asynchronous and synchronous data.

A topic that is closely related to the previous article is presented in “Linear Kalman Filter for Attitude Estimation from Angular Rate and a Single Vector Measurement.” Indeed, attitude estimation is fundamental in inertial indoor navigation [19]. In the past, several filtering methods have been used, mainly on the basis of different versions of the Kalman filter and complementary filter [20]. In particular, the latter has been used because the former is difficult to apply with relatively low-cost hardware. Here the authors propose the implementation of a Kalman-filtering scheme along with gyroscopic data and a single vector observation. Using quaternion algebra, the attitude is estimated together with its variance-covariance information. The Single Vector Observation Linear Kalman filter (SVO-LKF) features a flexible design that makes its application faster than other filters based on linearization, as also demonstrated in simulations and experiments reported in the paper.

Besides using a variation of the Kalman filter to estimate the navigation solution, for scenarios where the noise is not normally distributed and the mathematical model is nonlinear, a particle filter may be considered. In the article “An Improved Particle Filter Algorithm for Geomagnetic Indoor Positioning,” the authors presented an improved navigation solution using the ambient magnetic field processed by a particle filter. They proposed an improved particle filter algorithm based on initial positioning error constraint, inspired by the Hausdorff distance measurement point set matching theory. Since the operating range of the particle filter cannot exceed the magnitude of the initial positioning error, it avoids the adverse effect of sampling particles with the same magnetic intensity but away from the target during the iteration process on the positioning system.

As mentioned before, 3D mapping of indoor environments is one of the aspects strictly related to navigation and tracking. One solution to this problem is to use distributed mapping agents (e.g., people or robots) that move in and out of an indoor environment and concurrently may generate partial maps. In a second stage, independently and partially reconstructed maps need to be unified into a highly accurate global map. This topic is presented in the paper “Distributed Monocular SLAM for Indoor Map Building.” Here the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) technique is adopted for the acquisition of relatively dense 3D models by using distributed mobile sensors [21]. On the other hand, constructed maps are used to help navigation in an interactive way (tracking and mapping problem). Here the use of monocular visual SLAM is considered for distributed indoor mapping. If an agent moves into an area that has already been mapped, it may use the existing geometric information to support navigation. In the case that an agent enters an area that has not yet been mapped, it starts the local mapping process and localizes itself as a part of the SLAM process. All independently and locally built maps are then
merged together to complement each other. In particular, the paper introduces and discusses a distributed framework to compute map overlaps also in the case no prior knowledge of the starting positions of the agents is available.

The problem of mapping the indoor environment is also the final aim of the solution proposed in “Practical In Situ Implementation of a Multicamera Multisystem Calibration.” Systems made up of multiple consumer-grade cameras may offer a low-cost and effective solution for image-based indoor mobile mapping. In this paper, first, some methods for the geometric calibration of multicamera systems are reviewed, including the determination of both interior and exterior orientation parameters for each sensor [22]. Then, the authors introduce a novel, versatile methodology for multicamera system geometric calibration, capable of concurrently handling more camera systems as well.
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